First-principles study of thermal and electron-activated dissociation of acetone on Si(001).
Using first-principles density-functional calculations, we investigate the reaction of acetone on the Si(001) surface, which exhibits the conversion from a kinetically controlled reaction to thermodynamically controlled one by means of thermal anneal or the highly confined electron beam of the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tip. We identified the four different reaction pathways forming not only two kinds of di-sigma structures on top of a single Si dimer (termed as the [2+2] cycloaddition structure) and across the ends of two adjacent Si dimers but also two bridge-bonded dissociative structures (termed the "end-bridge" and "dimer-bridge" structures) involving two adjacent Si dimers. Our calculated energy profiles for the reaction pathways show not only that formation of the [2+2] cycloaddition structure is kinetically favored because of its low-energy barrier, but also that, as temperature increases, the kinetically favored [2+2] cycloaddition structure is converted to the more thermodynamically stable end-bridge and dimer-bridge structures via an intermediate state where the O atom forms a dative bond to the down Si atom of the buckled dimer. In addition, we find that the Si-C bonding (antibonding) states of the [2+2] cycloaddition structure appear at about 1-2 (2-3) eV below (above) the Fermi level, in which injected holes (electrons) through the STM tip can be created (trapped) to give rise to a Si-C bond breakage. These results manifest that the kinetically controlled reaction of acetone on Si(001) is associated with the [2+2] cycloaddition structure, rather than the alpha-H cleavage structure proposed by a recent STM experiment.